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Conventional wisdom holds that productive morphol-

ogy is regular morphology. Drawing evidence from
French, we argue that the description of many lexeme for-
mation processes is simplified if we hold that a productive
rule may give rise to inflectionally irregular lexemes. We
argue that the notion of a stem space allows for a straight-
forward description of this phenomenon: each lexeme
comes equipped with a vector of possibly distinct stems,
which serve as bases for inflectional form construction.
The stem space is structured by default relations which
encode the regular pattern of inflection; (partial) irregu-
larities occur when a lexeme specifies a stem space violat-
ing the default relations. Derived irregularity is then the
effect of a productive lexeme formation rule which speci-
fies an irregular stem space for its output.

1 Productive irregular inflection

Background A central issue in the modeling of inflec-
tion is how the notion of (ir)regular inflection is taken into
account. A distinct possibility is to give the notion no
theoretical status (see e.g. Stump, 2001). For morpholo-
gists that seek to preserve the intuition that irregular in-
flection necessitate specific modeling, there are two op-
tions. Either we take regularity to be a design property
of morphological systems, and thus try to model every
possible process as regular, limiting irregularity to the de-
scription of blatant suppletion phenomena; this position
is the default for most morphophonological work in the
tradition of Chomsky and Halle (1968), and is strongly de-
fended by proponents of distributed morphology (Halle
and Marantz, 1993). Or we take regularity to be an em-
pirical property, that is manifest in performance: speak-
ers are able to inflect an unknown lexeme according to a
regular pattern, but will not be able to inflect a lexeme ac-
cording to an irregular pattern. This position is assumed
in much of the psycholinguistic litterature on inflection,
and defended forcefully, if somewhat partially, by Pinker
(1999) and work cited therein.

In this paper we assume the second position. Note
that we do not commit ourselves to any particular view
of the processing of inflection, but simply assume that
(ir)regularity is a real grammatical phenomenon, that is
manifest not only in psycholinguistic behavior but also in
language change and in synchronic grammar. Our main
empirical argument concerns the status of lexeme forma-
tion rules: we show that despite conventional wisdom,
the output of lexeme formation rules should not always
be considered inflectionally regular.

French adjective inflection French adjectives inflect for
both gender and number. Here we concentrate on sin-
gular forms of the adjectives. Table (1) gives a sample
of inflectional forms for a number of typical adjectives.

# lexeme trans. ms. sg. fem. sg.

(i) RAPIDE ‘fast’ /Kapid/ /Kapid/
(ii) VIEUX ‘old’ /vjø/ /vjEj/

(iii) PETIT ‘small’ /p@ti/ /p@tit/

(iv) BREF ‘brief’ /bKEf/ /bKEv/
(v) GITAN ‘gipsy’ /ZitÃ/ /Zitan/

(vi) RAGEUR ‘rageful’ /KaZœK/ /KaZøz/
(vii) DIRECTEUR ‘directorial’ /diKEktœK/ /diKEktKis/

Table 1: Inflection of a few adjectives in the singular

Case (i) clearly corresponds to a regular pattern: identical
forms in the masculine and the feminine is what happens
for the majority of existing French adjectives, as well as
for borrowed adjectives and for adjectives formed by non-
concatenative morphological processes such as clipping
(e.g. sensas, clipped form of sensationnel ‘sensational’ is
/sÃsas/ in the masculine and the feminine). It is also the
pattern used by speakers facing a novel adjective not re-
sembling anything known. Case (ii) clearly corresponds
to an irregular pattern, since it holds for exactly one lex-
eme, and is usually treated as a case of suppletion.

Cases (iii) through (v) are the object of some debate in
studies on French adjectives. In generative descriptions
of French morphophonology, starting with Schane (1968),
these are usually considered to be regular cases exhibiting
phonologically governed alternations; but one may doubt
that this is the whole story, since there are numerous non-
alternating adjectives that meet the description of the rel-
evant rule. For instance, case (iii) is described by Dell
(1985) by postulating an underlying form /p@tit/, and a
rule deleting word final obtruants. This rule does not ap-
ply in the feminine, because the feminine morpheme is a
suffix /@/ which will be deleted later in the derivation. Yet
there are non-alternating obstruent-final adjectives, such
as mat ‘matte’, net ‘clean’, bath ‘hip’, out ‘out’, etc. Simi-
lar rules postulated to account for (iv) and (v) face prob-
lems with nonalternating paf ‘drunk’, ouf ‘crazy’, gnan-

gnan ‘soppy’, marron ‘brown’. Thus a more realistic analy-
sis would take the inflectional alternations to be the man-
ifestation of a variety of inflectional classes of adjectives.
Concretely, we assume four different inflectional classes,
specifying the functions in table 2 as exponents for mas-
culine and feminine singular.1 In such a setting we end up
with two distinct notions of (ir)regularity: a regular lex-
eme belongs to the default, first inflectional class. Being
irregular may either mean belonging to a nondefault in-
flectional class, like petit, or specifying suppletive forms,
like vieux.

1We assume throughout an inferential-realizational approach to in-
flection (Stump, 2001).



class example proposed ms. sg. fem. sg.
stem

A RAPIDE /Kapid/ id id

B PETIT /p@tit/ delete id
final C.

C BREF /bKE/ ⊕/f/ ⊕/v/

D GITAN /Zita/ nasalize
⊕/n/

final V.

Table 2: Inflectional classes for adjectives (first version)

The problem: adjectives in -eur The most interesting
cases in table 1, cases (vi) and (vii), are not usually dis-
cussed in the context of adjective inflection. What is in-
teresting is that adjectives in these classes have a uni-
form formation: class (vi) adjectives are all the output of
a rule forming adjectives from the basic stem of the verb
(the stem occurring in the present indicative 1pl and 2pl);
class (vii) adjectives are the output of a rule forming ad-
jectives from a ‘Latinate’ stem of the verb, which is formed
by suffixing /at/ to the basic stem in most cases, but may
take other forms. Note that both formation rules have the
same categorial and semantic effects, to the point that
many descriptions of French do not recognize them as
distinct rules; yet their morphophonology is clearly dis-
tinct.2

Now, there is little hope of treating adjectives in classes
(vi) and (vii) as cases of regular inflection. First, the re-
lation between the masculine and the feminine cannot
be seen as the effect of a regular phonological alterna-
tion: starting from the masculine, we have three options
for forming the feminine of an adjective ending in /œK/,
either /øz/ (as in rageuse /KaZøz/), /Kis/ (as in directrice

/diKEktKis/) or /œK/ (as in inférieure /ẼfeKjœK/ ‘inferior’).
If we start from the feminine, we also have two options for
the masculine of an adjective in /øz/: either /œK/ (as with
adjectives in class (vi)) or /ø/ (as in denominal adjectives
such as respectueux ‘respectful’, etc.).

Second, we might assume that cases (vi) and (vii)
correspond to two further inflectional classes of ad-
jectives, specifying respectively 〈⊕/œK/,⊕/øz/〉 and
〈⊕/œK/,⊕/Kis/〉 as exponents in the singular. Yet these in-
flectional classes would have the very peculiar feature of

2Most studies of French derivational morphology do not explicitly
discuss adjectives in -eur. This is certainly due to the fact that many
adjectives in these two classes are homophonous with an agent noun,
so that it is usually assumed without discussion that the noun is derived
from the verb and the adjective a converted noun. Two arguments show
that this is not correct. First, Corbin and Corbin (1991) shows that while
it is easy to derive the nominal semantics from the adjective, the op-
posite route is problematic. Second, there are good reasons to think
that gender is not an inflectional category for nouns in French: most
nouns, including quite a number of human-denoting nouns (e.g. per-

sonne ‘person’) are found in only one gender, and apparent cases of
gender-opposed pairs are best analyzed as pairs of independent lexemes
related by mere semantic closeness (e.g. bouc ‘male goat’ vs. chèvre ‘fe-
male goat’), derivational rules (e.g. dinde ‘female turkey’ vs. dindon

‘male turkey’) or parallel derivation from adjectives (e.g. italien ‘male
Italian’ vs. italienne ‘female Italian’). But if nouns have just one gender,
then there is no single noun lexeme that could serve as the base for con-
version for the masculine and feminine forms of the adjective directeur.
On the other hand, if the adjective is the base, then the nouns directeur

and directrice are the result of two parallel conversion processes from
the adjective.

each containing only lexemes derived from a single for-
mation process. This contrasts strongly with the classes
discussed in table 2, which all contain both derived and
root lexemes, as exemplified in (1).

(1) Class A:

i. rapide ‘fast’, joli ‘pretty’, gai ‘joyful’, etc.

ii. bancaire ‘(of a) bank’, mortel ‘mortal’, al-

gébrique ‘algebraic’, etc.

Class B:

i. petit ‘small’, grand ‘large’, gros ‘big’, etc.

ii. venteux ‘windy’, grossier ‘crude’, lyonnais

‘from Lyon’, etc.

Class C:

i. bref ‘brief’, naïf ‘naïve’, etc.

ii. pensif ‘thoughtful’, alternatif ‘alternative’,
etc.

Class D:

i. bon ‘good’, fin ‘thin’, plan ‘flat’, etc.

ii. alpin ‘alpine’, euclidien ‘Euclidian’, pâli-

chon ‘pale-ish’, etc.

We conclude that no satisfying analysis of adjectives in
-eur is forthcoming in a traditional morphological setting.
The following sections show that introducing the notion
of a stem space offers a third, more satisfying possibility.

2 Motivating the stem space

The stem space of French verbs Starting with (Aronoff,
1994), a number of recent studies challenge the idea that
lexemes are associated with a single phonological repre-
sentation, the lexeme’s stem. Lexemes should rather be
associated with a vector of possibly different phonologi-
cal representations, what Bonami and Boyé (2002) call a
stem space; each inflectional or derivational rule specifies
which coordinate in the vector it uses as its input. Such
analyses have been proposed, among others, by Aronoff
(1994) for Latin conjugation, Sadler et al. (1997) for Rus-
sian nominalizations, Brown (1998) for Russian conju-
gation, Pirelli and Battista (2000) for Italian conjugation,
Stump (2001) for Sanskrit declension, Bonami and Boyé
(2002) for French conjugation, Boyé and Cabredo Hofherr
(2006) for Spanish conjugation. We illustrate with evi-
dence from French for uniformity.

Inflectional systems often exhibit alternations which
have no synchronic phonological motivation and con-
cern arbitrary subparts of the paradigm. For instance, in
French, in the present indicative, there is a partition be-
tween (i) the three singular forms, (ii) the plural 1 and 2
forms, and (iii) the plural 3 form. While there is a system-
atic similarity between members of each cell in the parti-
tion,3 the content of the different cells may differ in arbi-
trary ways, as illustrated in table 3.

One can account for this pattern by assuming that
French verbal lexemes come equipped with a stem space
with at least three slots.4 Each inflectional rule specifies

3With the exception of a handful of maximally irregular verbs; see
Bonami and Boyé (2002) for discussion.

4In a full analysis of French conjugation, 12 distinct slots are
necessary.



lexeme 1sg 2sg 3sg 1pl 2pl 3pl

LAVER /lav/ /lav/ /lav/ /lav-Õ/ /lav-e/ /lav/
‘wash’
TORDRE /tOK/ /tOK/ /tOK/ /tOKd-Õ/ /tOKd-e/ /tOKd/

‘bend’
MOURIR /mœK/ /mœK/ /mœK/ /muK-Õ/ /muK-e/ /mœK/

‘die’
BOIRE /bwa/ /bwa/ /bwa/ /byv-Õ/ /byv-e/ /bwav/

‘drink’

Table 3: Present indicative conjugation

base stem 1 stem 3 eur/euse Adj. V-N compound

laveur lave-mains
laver /lav/ /lav/ /lavœK/ /lavmẼ/

‘wash’ ‘washer’ ‘washbowl’

tordeur tord-boyaux
tordre /tOKd/ /tOK/ /tOKdœK/ /tOKbwajo/
‘bend’ ‘bender’ ‘rotgut’

buveur boitout
boire /byv/ /bwa/ /byvœK/ /bwatu/

‘drink’ ‘drinker’ ‘stemless glass’

souteneur soutien-gorge
soutenir /sut@n/ /sutjẼ/ /sut@nœK/ /sutjẼgOKZ/
‘support’ ‘pimp’ ‘bra’

Table 4: Two lexeme formation processes

which slot it uses as a base, and what phonological modi-
fication is made on this base. Slot 1 serves as the base for
present 1pl and 2pl inflection, slot 2 serves for 3pl, and
slot 3 for singular forms.

A direct advantage of the stem space is that it allows for
an account of the diversity of patterns of irregular con-
jugation. In French, fully regular (so-called ‘first group’)
verbs have identical stems in slots 1, 2, and 3. Irregular
verbs may need either two or three distinct stems, but an
exhaustive examination of the French lexicon shows that
no verb has identical stems in slots 1 and 3 but a differ-
ent stem in slot 2. Bonami and Boyé (2002) proposes to
account for this by stating that the slots are related by de-
fault relations, which may be overruled by irregular lex-
emes. Slot 1 is identical to slot 2 by default, and slot 2 is in-
dentical to slot 3, but there is no default relation between
slot 1 and 3, which accounts for the observed pattern.

Further evidence for the stem space comes from the
fact that lexeme formation rules are also sensitive to dif-
ferent slots. For instance, as illustrated in table 4, the rule
constructing deverbal adjectives in -eur/-euse uses slot 1
as its base, while the rule constructing nominal V-N com-
pounds relies on slot 3.

The stem space of French adjectives A different type of
argument in favor of the notion of a stem space comes
from the inflection of French adjectives. In section 1 we
suggested an analysis of French adjectives in terms of in-
flectional classes specifying the relationship between a
single stem and two inflectional forms. The following
data from Bonami and Boyé (2005) shows that this analy-

adjectival MAS.SG FEM.SG MSLF derived
lexeme form form adverb

RAPIDE Kapid Kapid Kapid KapidmÃ
PETIT p@ti p@tit p@tit p@titmÃ

BEAU bo bEl bEl bElmÃ

VIF vif viv vif vivmÃ
FORT fOK fOKt fOK fOKt@mÃ

RÊVEUR KEvœK KEvøz KEvœK KEvøzmÃ

Table 5: Distribution of adjective stems

sis is inadequate.
First, French adjectives take a special form in the

masculine singular when preceding a vowel-initial noun,
which we call the Masculine Singular Liaison Form
(MSLF).5 That this is a distinct inflectional form of the ad-
jective is shown by the fact that it can be suppletive or de-
fective (Morin, 2003). But when it is not, the form is either
identical to the ‘ordinary’ masculine singular or to the
feminine singular (table 5), in accordance with the gener-
alization in (2). This situation is problematic, because for
some adjectives there is a discrepancy between the mor-
phosyntactic features manifested in syntax (masculine
singular) and the morphosyntactic features expressed by
the form (feminine singular).6

(2) If the masculine singular form ends in a conso-
nant, then the MSLF is identical to the masculine
singular. Otherwise it is identical to the feminine
singular.

Second, French deadjectival adverbs in -ment are sys-
tematically formed on the feminine form, as illustrated in
table 5. This is so despite the fact that adverbs do not
inflect for gender in French, so that there is no sense in
which the adverb can be said to be feminine.

Both observations argue in favor of a morphomic ac-
count in the sense of Aronoff (1994): adjectives have two
distinct stems, which express no morphosyntactic fea-
tures by themselves. (Bonami and Boyé, 2005) implement
this idea by stating that adjectives have a two slot stem
space, with different morphological processes selecting
the appropriate slot as stated in (3).

(3) a. The masculine singular form is identical to
stem 1.

b. The feminine singular form is identical to stem
2.

c. If stem 1 is consonant final, then the MSLF is
identical to stem 1; otherwise it is identical to
stem 2.

d. The lexeme formation rule for adverbs in
-ment selects stem 2 as its input.

Notice that in the context of this analysis, both mascu-
line singular and feminine singular have a null exponent
in French; all the action occurs in stem selection rather

5See Bonami et al. (2004) for an HPSG analysis of French liaison.
6Perlmutter (1998) and Tranel (1996) attempts to account for this data

in an optimality-theoretic setting, by ranking phonological markedness
constraints higher than syntactic agreement constraints. See Bonami
and Boyé (2003, 2005) for a detailed criticism.



class example slot 2 ; slot 1

A RAPIDE /Kapid/ identity
B PETIT /p@tit delete final C
C BREF /bKEv/ devoice final C

D GITAN /Zitan/ delete final C, and
nasalize preceding V

Table 6: Inflectional classes for adjectives (final version)

than in exponence.7 In this context, the inflectional class
partition proposed in table 2 must be recast, not as a se-
ries of distinct ways of relating inflectional forms, but as
a series of ways of relating the slots in the stem space, as
shown in table 6.

3 Modeling stem spaces in HPSG

Stem spaces for verbs There are two important issues
when modeling the stem space in an HPSG grammar.
First, one has to decide what status the stem space has.
Bonami and Boyé (2002) treat each stem as a distinct
member of the lexical hierarchy, typed for the slot it oc-
cupies in the stem space and the lexeme it belongs to. A
simpler alternative is to assume that the stem space is a
data structure internal to the lexical entry of a lexeme.8

Thus we assume that lexemes carry a feature STEMS with
features corresponding to each slot in the stem space (5),
and that inflectional rules such as (6) take this as their in-
put.9

(4) sign

syn-sign lex-sign

phrase word lexeme

a. syn-sign→
[

PHON phon
]

b. lex-sign→
[

M-DTRS list(lexeme)
]

c. phrase→
[

DTRS list(syn-sign)
]

d. word→
[

M-DTRS 〈(lexeme)〉
]

e. lexeme→
[

STEMS stem-space
]

(5) a. v-lexeme→

[

HEAD verb

STEMS v-stem-space

]

b. v-stem-space→













SLOT1 phon

SLOT2 phon

SLOT3 phon

. . .













7By contrast, plural number has a uniform exponent, the latent con-
sonant /z/.

8This type of analysis can be traced back to Pollard and Sag’s (1987,
p. 213) suggestion that lexical entries of irregulars contain a specifica-
tion of their principal parts. It is also similar to the analysis of irregular
inflection defended by (Spencer, 2004) as part of Generalized Paradigm
Function Morphology.

9We take phonological representations to be (at least) lists of objects
of type segment; the hierarchy of segment types allows for an equivalent
of phonetic feature decomposition. To improve readability, where pos-
sible, we note lists of segments as sequences of sans-serif IPA symbols,
rather than using the standard HPSG notation for lists and types. Thus
e.g. t is a shorthand for 〈t-seg〉.

(6) prst-indic-1pl→








































word

PHON 1 ⊕Õ

SYNSEM















HEAD







verb

TENSE prst

MOOD indicative







SUBJ

〈

NP[1pl]
〉















M-DTRS

〈[

v-lexeme

STEMS|SLOT1 1

]〉









































The second issue is to decide on a way of encoding
the default relations structuring the stem space. Bonami
and Boyé (2002) rely on an ontologically quite promis-
cuous system, using a combination of online type con-
struction (Koenig, 1999) and default specifications (Las-
carides and Copestake, 1999). At the other end of the
spectrum, Giraud (2005) proposes a much more conven-
tional implementation, where stem spaces are typed for
the morphophonological relations they verify, and the
regular case just corresponds to the stem space type ver-
ifying the maximal number of relations. While its formal
clarity speaks in favor of Giraud’s system, an obvious dis-
advantage is that (ir)regularity is not modeled directly:
the lexical entry of every regular verb needs to include an
explicit specification of the fact that this verb is regular. A
system where only irregulars would need explicit specifi-
cation is clearly more desirable.

Here we try to find a middle ground, by stating a sys-
tem similar to Giraud’s but using defaults to model regu-
larity explicitly. (7) is basically a simplified version of Gi-
raud’s proposal specifying only the part of the hierarchy
of verbal stem spaces needed to account for the present
indicative. Leaf types correspond to particular conjuga-
tion patterns, and inherit from intermediary types stating
a morphophonological relation between stem slots.

(7) v-stem-space

s1-like-s2 fully-irreg s3-like-s2

irreg-s3 regular irreg-s1

a. s1-like-s2→

[

SLOT1 1

SLOT2 1

]

b. s3-like-s2→

[

SLOT2 1

SLOT3 1

]

In Giraud’s system, individual lexemes need to specify
(i) a stem space type, and (ii) enough stems to fill up the
stem space. Here we rely on the default specification in (8)
to avoid some of the overhead. By default lexemes are as-
sumed to have a regular stem space. This means that ev-
ery lexeme will inherit all morphophonological relations
that are not incompatible with the morphophonological
information in its lexical entry. Thus if a lexeme lists only
the content of one of its slots, it will be of type regular. If
it lists two distinct phonologies for slot 1 and slot 2, the
stem space’s type cannot be a subtype of s1-like-s2, and
thus it will be of type irreg-s1. The only way for a lexeme



to be fully irregular is for it to list three distinct phonolo-
gies in slots 1, 2, and 3. (9) lists appropriate lexical entries
for verbs with the four distinct patterns.10

(8) verb-lexeme→
[

STEMS / regular
]

(9) a. laver:

[

STEMS

[

SLOT1 lav
]

]

b. valoir:

[

STEMS

[

SLOT2 val

SLOT3 vo

]]

c. mourir:

[

STEMS

[

SLOT1 muK

SLOT2 mœK

]]

d. boire:









STEMS







SLOT1 byv

SLOT2 bwav

SLOT3 bwa















Extending the analysis to adjectives The general ap-
proach to stem spaces just outlined can be adapted to
the analysis of adjectives with just a few modifications.
Remember that we assume adjectives to have a two-slot
stem space, where slot 1 is used for ordinary masculine
forms and slot 2 for all feminine forms. The inflectional
classes postulated in table 2 can be recast as types of stem
spaces, as shown in (10);11 note that contrary to what

10As an anonymous reviewer suggests, another way of avoiding
Bonami and Boyé (2002)’s overly rich ontology would be to adapt Koenig
(1999)’s feature-based approach to blocking to the present case (the
other approaches to blocking discussed by Koenig are problematic com-
putationally and formally, as Crysmann (2002) emphasizes). In such an
approach, each stem slot of each lexeme is listed as a distinct element
of the lexicon. Regular relations between slots are modeled as com-
plex lexical entries such as (i) relating two slots. Overregularizations are
then avoided by including appropriate feature specifications in the en-
try of irregular verbs. For instance, the lexical entry for the slot 1 stem
of mourir would include a feature specification ensuring that it cannot
serve as the basis for a slot-2 stem, e.g. (ii). While such an approach
arguably models irregularity as such, and is formally more conserva-
tive than the default-based approach defended here, it has a number
of conceptual and empirical drawbacks. First, the feature specifications
one needs to include in the description of stems of irregular verbs have
a strong ad-hoc flavor. Second, the use of morphosyntactic features to
ensure blocking is contradictory with the morphomic nature of the stem
space; this is problematic for the modeling of derivation: the rule for V-
N compounds can no longer state that its base is a slot-3 stem, because
/muK/ is not blocked as a slot-3 stem as such—rather the use of /muK/
in the present singular is blocked.

(i) slot-2-stm→





















SYNSEM 1

M-DTRS

〈









slot-1-stm

SYNSEM 1

PHON 2









〉

PHON 2





















(ii) mourir :





























PHON muK

SYNSEM|CAT

[

HEAD|TENSE imperfective
]

∨













HEAD

[

TENSE present

MODE indicative

]

SUBJ

〈[

IND

[

PER 2∨3
]

]〉









































11In fact it is more satisfactory to treat the alternating endings as parts
of the stems, rather than inflectional exponents, since they show up in
derived lexemes: e.g. petitesse /p@titEs/ ‘smallness’, not */petiEs/; pen-

sivement /pÃsivmÃ/ ‘thoughtfully’, not */pÃsimÃ/.

happens with verbs, types of adjectival stem spaces are
mutually exclusive, because the constraints they impose
on the structure of the stem space are incompatible. Class
A is the default type; thus the vast majority of adjective
lexical entries need not mention a stem space type, but
can just specify the content of a slot (12a). Lexemes be-
longing to a different class must specify the stem space
type (12b-d), and true irregulars such as vieux need to
specify the content of both slots.

(10) adj-stem-space

class-A class-B class-C class-D fully-irreg

a. class-A→

[

SLOT1 1

SLOT2 1

]

b. class-B→

[

SLOT1 1

SLOT2 1 ⊕〈cons〉

]

c. class-C→

[

SLOT1 1 ⊕f

SLOT2 1 ⊕v

]

d. class-D→

[

SLOT1 1 ⊕〈nasal( 2 )〉

SLOT2 1 ⊕〈 2 oral-vow〉⊕n

]

where:

i. nasal(a) = Ã

ii. nasal(E) = nasal(i)= nasal(y) = Ẽ

iii. nasal(o) = nasal(O) = Õ

(11) adj-lexeme→
[

STEMS adj-stem-space/class-A
]

(12) a. rapide:

[

STEMS

[

SLOT2 Kapid
]

]

b. petit:

[

STEMS

[

class-B

SLOT2 p@tit

]]

c. bref :

[

STEMS

[

class-C

SLOT2 bKEv

]]

d. gitan:

[

STEMS

[

class-D

SLOT2 Zitan

]]

e. vieux:

[

STEMS

[

SLOT1 vjø

SLOT2 vjEj

]]

With these stem space specifications, we can now state
appropriate inflectional rules on the basis of (Bonami
et al., 2004)’s analysis of liaison. The ordinary mascu-
line is specified as [LFORM −], which means that it can be
used in contexts where liaison cannot occur, e.g. before
a consonant-initial noun or post-nominally.12 For the
MSLF, we implement the stem selection rule described in
(3d) using a function that inspects the phonology of the
slot1-stem.

12However it can occur before a vowel-initial noun, because liaison is
not obligatory for prenominal adjectives; see (Bonami et al., 2004) for
extended discussion and analysis.



(13) a. masc-sg-adj→


























word

PHON 1

SYNSEM

[

HEAD adj[mas,sg ]

LFORM −

]

M-DTRS

〈[

adj-lexeme

STEMS|SLOT1 1

]〉



























b. MSLF-adj→
































word

PHON select-stem( 1 , 2 )

SYNSEM

[
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where

i. select-stem( 1 〈. . . ,cons〉, 2 ) = 1

ii. select-stem(〈. . . ,vow〉, 2 ) = 2

c. fem-sg-adj →






















word

PHON 1

SYNSEM

[

HEAD adj[fem,sg ]
]

M-DTRS

〈[

adj-lexeme

STEMS|SLOT2 1

]〉























4 Modeling derived irregularity

We can now turn to our account of derived irregularity.
Notice that in the current setup, a lexeme formation rule
does not derive a single stem from a single stem, but it de-
rives a stem space from another stem space. Thus every
specification of the stem space that is open to lexical en-
tries is also open to lexeme formation rules. A rule may
just specify a single slot of the stem space, in which case
the output of the rule will fall in the default inflection pat-
tern. Or it may specify extra information that is incom-
patible with the default pattern, in which case one ends
up with an output that is inflectionally irregular despite
being derived productively.

Now let us turn to a few examples of adjectival lex-
eme formation rules. These have the exact same typol-
ogy as root adjectives. Denominal adjectives in -aire fall
into the default class A (14). The rule for adjectives -eux

must specify that its output falls in class B (15). Finally,
we come to the crucial case: rule (16) for adjectives in -eur

with a feminine in -euse directly specifies two stems for its
output. Since no inflectional class can accommodate two
stems with such a morphophonological relation, the out-
put of the rule necessarily ends up with a type fully-irreg

stem space.

(14) _aire-adj-lxm→


















STEMS

[

SLOT2 1 ⊕EK
]

SYNSEM

[

HEAD adj
]

M-DTRS

〈[

HEAD noun

STEMS|SLOT1 1

]〉



















(15) _eux-adj-lxm→






















STEMS

[

class-B

SLOT2 1 ⊕øz

]

SYNSEM

[

HEAD adj
]

M-DTRS

〈[

HEAD noun

STEMS|SLOT1 1

]〉























(16) _eur/_euse-adj-lxm→






















STEMS

[

SLOT1 1 ⊕œK

SLOT2 1 ⊕øz

]

SYNSEM

[

HEAD adj
]

M-DTRS

〈[

HEAD verb

STEMS|SLOT1 1

]〉























The case of deverbal adjectives in -eur with a feminine
in -rice is entirely parallel, but with two complications.
First, we must account for the special form of the ver-
bal stem these adjectives are based on. Following Bonami
et al. (to appear), we assume that French verbs have an
extra slot for a special stem, which never shows up in in-
flection, but serves as the base for at least three lexeme
formation rules: the rule for nominalizations in -ion, the
rule for adjectives in -eur/-rice, and the rule for adjectives
in -if.In the default case, this stem is obtained by adding at

to the end of the stem in slot 1. The corresponding stem
slot is labelled SLOT13 in (17) because it comes in addi-
tion to the 12 slots necessary for a full treatment of French
conjugation.

Second, we must account for the fact that some adjec-
tives in -eur in this class are defective in the feminine.
Specifically, all adjectives which have a (nondefault) stem
13 ending in /s/ have no feminine form; e.g. antidé-

presseur ‘antidepressive’ *antidépressrice. To account for
this, we assume that the stem in slot 2 is the empty list if
the input’s stem 13 does not end in /t/. We assume that it
is a general constraint on inflectional rules that they need
a phonologically nonempty input; thus no feminine form
will be generated from the lexical entry of antidépresseur.

(17) _eur/_rice-adj-lxm→
























STEMS

[

SLOT1 1 ⊕œK

SLOT2 frice ( 1 )

]

SYNSEM

[

HEAD adj
]

M-DTRS

〈





HEAD verb

STEMS

[

SLOT13 1
]





〉

























where

a. ( 3 = t) → frice( 2 ⊕ 3 ) = 2 ⊕ tKis

b. ( 3 = 〈seg〉∧ 3 6= t) → frice( 2 ⊕ 3 ) = elist



5 Conclusions

In this paper we presented a general approach to stem
allomorphy based on the notion of a stem space. While
a previous HPSG implementation of the stem space has
been presented in Bonami and Boyé (2002), the current,
streamlined approach has a number of distinct advan-
tages. It is compatible with a surface-oriented account of
phonological opacities in regular inflection (Bonami and
Boyé, to appear); it is more easily embeddable in a model
of morphological performance (Bonami and Boyé, 2006);
and as shown in the present paper, it interacts correctly
with data from derivational morphology, accounting di-
rectly for the otherwise mysterious phenomenon of de-
rived irregularity.

One issue we did not discuss at all is the modeling
of (ir)regular exponents: all the irregularities discussed
in the present paper correspond to cases of morphomic
stem allomorphy. This is mainly due to the fact that, in
French, irregular exponents turn out to be a sporadic phe-
nomenon at best; for instance, there are exactly 5 verbs
with irregular forms, whereas there are more than 350
verbs with irregular stems. For languages with real in-
flection classes though, the issue of (ir)regular exponents
must of course be taken seriously. We submit that the use
of hierarchies of inflection patterns should be applicable
in such cases too, the difference being that patterns are
characterized by the relation between stems and forms
rather than the relations among the stems discussed here.
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